Address

PAVIR is located on the grounds of the VA Palo Alto Health Care System at 3801 Miranda Avenue, Palo Alto, California 94304.

**PAVIR Office**
Building 101, Room A2-210
3801 Miranda Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94304-1290

**Courier Address**
PAVIR (151P)
3801 Miranda Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94304-1290

**Mailing Address**
PAVIR
P.O. Box V-38
Palo Alto, CA 94304-0038

Map & Directions

PAVIR is located on the grounds of the VA Palo Alto Health Care System at 3801 Miranda Avenue, Palo Alto, California 94304.

Driving Directions

The VA is between Arastradero and Page Mill Roads on Miranda Avenue which runs parallel to Foothill Expressway.

VAPAHCS is currently undergoing multiple construction projects affecting the availability of parking on campus. For updated information on parking, please visit the parking page of the VAPAHCS website.

For current local traffic conditions, visit traffic [511.org](http://511.org).

**To locate the PAVIR office:**

The PAVIR suite is in Building 101, and the 101 parking lot is very small. We recommend parking in Parking Structure One which has a walkway to the front of Building 101.

- From Miranda Avenue, turn onto the campus at the flagpole.
- Observe the 15 mph speed limit on the grounds.
- Make the first **left** onto Loop Road.
- Drive past Building 520.
- Drive past Building 500.
- Parking Structure One will be on the right.
- The walkway to Building 101 is on the second floor.
- Upon entering Building 101, walk straight ahead to the elevators located across from the Auditorium.
- Exit the elevator on the second floor by turning to your right.
- The PAVIR office, A2-210, is the second to the last suite on the right before the walkway into Building 100.

**From the front of the campus:**

Use these directions if you park anywhere in the front of the campus.

- Walk into the main entrance of the hospital; you'll be in Building 100.
- Walk to the left of the Information desk (which has elevators behind it) and veer left down the hallway.
- Continue a long way down the hallway (you'll go through a breezeway between Buildings 100 and 101); until you reach the elevators on your left located across from the Auditorium in Building 101.
- Exit the elevator on the second floor by turning to your right.
- The PAVIR office, A2-210, is the second to the last suite on the right before the walkway into Building 100.